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ABSTRACT: Self-supported branched poly(ethylenimine) scaf-
folds with ordered macropores are synthesized with and without
Al2O3 powder additive by cross-linking poly(ethylenimine) (PEI)
with poly(ethylene glycol) diglycidyl ether (PEGDGE) at −196
°C. The scaffolds’ CO2 uptake performance is compared with a
conventional sorbent, i.e., PEI impregnated on an Al2O3 support.
PEI scaffolds with Al2O3 additive show narrow pore size
distribution and thinner pore walls than alumina-free materials,
facilitating higher CO2 uptake at conditions relevant to direct air
capture. The PEI scaffold containing 6.5 wt % Al2O3 had the
highest CO2 uptake of 1.23 mmol/g of sorbent under 50% RH 400
ppm of CO2 conditions. In situ DRIFT spectroscopy and
temperature-programmed desorption experiments show a signifi-
cant CO2 uptake contribution via physisorption as well as carbamic acid formation, with lower CO2 binding energies in PEI scaffolds
relative to conventional PEI sorbents, likely a result of a lower population of primary amines due to the amine cross-linking reactions
during scaffold synthesis. The PEI scaffold containing 6.5 wt % Al2O3 is estimated to have the lowest desorption energy penalty
under humid conditions, 4.6 GJ/tCO2, among the sorbents studied.
KEYWORDS: CO2 capture, direct air capture, solid contactor, amine adsorbent, thermal energy of desorption

■ INTRODUCTION
It has been over two decades since the use of direct air capture
(DAC) for climate change mitigation was first introduced by
Lackner in 1999.1 There have been many experimental studies
published since then to develop materials to cater to DAC,2−10

and to understand the feasibility of existing materials in the
post-combustion flue gas capture technology repository toward
DAC.11−20 Focus on DAC has grown exponentially over the
last decade, with a myriad of commercial ventures and start-
ups entering the field. According to the International Energy
Agency (IEA), there are a total of twenty-seven DAC plants
commissioned worldwide so far with a total capturing capacity
of ∼0.01 Mt CO2/year.

21 This is still far from the necessary
target, given that annual emissions for the year 2022 were
estimated by the IEA to be 36.8 Gt CO2/year.

22 Two key
bottlenecks are leading to this massive gap between the target
and current progress: (1) the ultradilute concentration of CO2
in the air, giving very minimal driving force to aid the capture
technology; (2) the cost associated with the DAC infra-
structure, its energy use, CO2 storage, and related factors that
make it challenging for the budding technology companies in
the initial phase. The energy requirement can be a significant
portion of the operating cost associated with DAC. Several
estimates have been made for DAC, ranging from ∼1 to 10
GJ/tCO2, with an intrinsic thermodynamic penalty being ∼0.44

GJ/tCO2.
23 Leonzio et al. have determined the cost associated

with the energy requirement to be about 51% of the OPEX
estimate in amine-functionalized sorbents.24

To enable a cost-efficient DAC system, several recent
reports have focused on developing solid, structured contactors
such as monoliths4,5,25−29 fibers,8,30−35 and laminates36,37 for
carbon capture, with a focus on practical scalability. These
contactors come with the advantages of modularity, which
makes them scalable; they have superior mass transfer
properties, provide an opportunity for better heat manage-
ment, and have the ability to better deal with adsorbent
degradation. Most of the contactors contain amine function-
alities due to amines’ suitability as sorbents in ultra-dilute CO2
capture and a support structure to increase the accessibility of
the amine sites. Among them, monoliths have the advantage of
the least pressure drop across a wide range of superficial
velocities.38 This work focuses on developing self-supported
poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) contactors with minimal Al2O3
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additive using ice-templating to potentially reduce the support
material’s dead weight and associated energy penalty.
Ice-templating is a technique where temperature, non-

solvent, or reaction-induced phase separation occurs with
simultaneous nucleation and growth of ice crystals at sub-
ambient temperature, leaving behind porosity when the ice
crystals are thawed. The frozen phase in the process consists
mainly of ice crystals, while the nonfrozen phase consists of
other components in the reaction mixture (in this case,
polymer, crosslinker, and additive, if present). Since ice-
templating involves the expulsion and concentration of non-
aqueous components in the non-frozen phase, it is also called
cryo-concentration. It has been used since 198139 to induce
porosity in various materials, including polymers,40−42

metals,43,44 ceramics,45 and carbon materials.46 In this work,
PEI undergoes a cross-linking reaction with poly(ethylene
glycol) diglycidyl ether (PEGDGE) to undergo phase
separation. Ice-templating has gained widespread attention
over the years owing to the tunability of the macropore size
and distribution, depending on parameters such as the
temperature of cross-linking, rate of freezing, and direction
of freezing.47 Further, the method has the advantage of a
simple single-pot synthesis with water as a green solvent. In
two previous studies, self-supported PEI sorbents were
synthesized, focusing on post-combustion flue gas capture
and understanding the effect of associated acid gas impurity on
the sorbent performance.48,49

Several studies have shown that the support material used in
the supported amine sorbents can affect the performance of the
sorbent. Maresz et al. demonstrated that a hierarchically
structured monolithic support with a thin active layer offered
better accessibility to amine sites and, hence, had better CO2
uptake kinetics. Rim et al. showed that the nature of support
material and, thereby, the interaction of amines with the
support material plays a crucial role in the reaction mechanism
of amine with CO2.

50 Since the CO2−amine interaction could
be strong or weak depending on the interaction of the latter
with the support, this could be tuned to suit the desired
desorption conditions. While the self-supported PEI sorbents
or PEI scaffolds synthesized in this work do not have a support
material to guide the amine-CO2 interaction, the presence of
an Al2O3 additive in the sorbent is hypothesized to affect the
nature of the amine−CO2 interaction, apart from affecting the
morphology of the scaffold during the ice-templating. A PEI
scaffold with Al2O3 additives can be thought of as a continuous
polymer matrix with interspersed “support”, i.e., amine groups
in the scaffold compete for interaction with the limited Al2O3
surface. To date, the PEI/Al2O3 systems studied so far in the
literature have a semicontinuous Al2O3 matrix, with PEI coated
on them and the Al2O3 surface hydroxyl groups competing for
the limited accessible amine sites.
Here, alumina particles are incorporated into ice-templated

cross-linked PEI scaffolds, and the new materials are compared
to conventional PEI-impregnated Al2O3 supports (PEI@
Al2O3) and alumina-free cross-linked scaffolds reported
previously.48,51

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
The following chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and
used without further purification: 50 wt % branched poly-
(ethylenimine) (b-PEI, Mw 750 000 by light scattering (LS) and
Mn 60 000 by gel permeation chromatography (GPC)) in aqueous
solution (referred to in this work as PEI60k), branched poly-

(ethylenimine) (b-PEI 800, Mw 800 and Mn 600) (referred to in this
work as PEI800), poly(ethylene glycol) diglycidyl ether (PEGDGE,
Mn 500), and methanol (99.8% ACS grade). The primary, secondary,
and tertiary amine ratio (1°/2°/3°) of b-PEI (Mn 60 000 by GPC)
was determined by inverse gated 13C NMR to be 37/31/32. The
NMR spectra are shown in Figure S1. This ratio agrees with that of
similar b-PEI in the literature.52 Catalox HTa γ-Al2O3 was obtained
from Sasol. Washing solvents such as methanol, hexane, and acetone
were purchased from VWR and used directly. Nitrogen (UHP),
helium (UHP), ultra zero grade air, and specialty gas mixtures of 400
ppm of CO2 in helium and nitrogen were purchased from Airgas Inc.

Synthesis of Benchmark Material. This study used low
molecular weight b-PEI (PEI800) that is physically impregnated on
γ-Al2O3 as a benchmark material. PEI was impregnated on γ-Al2O3 by
a wet impregnation method.51,53 Briefly, 1 g of γ-Al2O3 dried in a
convection oven at 105 °C for at least 48 h was dispersed in 15 mL of
methanol (99.8%, ACS reagent). A targeted amount of b-PEI 800
(depending on the desired loading) was separately dissolved in 20 mL
of methanol. The two mixtures were stirred separately at room
temperature at 300 rpm for at least 1 h before mixing dropwise by
adding the PEI/methanol mixture to the γ-Al2O3 dispersion. The
mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature. Methanol was
removed in a rotary evaporator at 163.5 Torr, with a water bath at 50
°C. This step was followed by drying the sample at 100 °C overnight
under a high vacuum of 12 mTorr. The samples prepared with the
above method are named XX_PEI@Al2O3, with “XX” being the wt %
of PEI impregnated on the γ-Al2O3 support. The wt % of PEI
impregnated on the γ-Al2O3 support was determined from
thermogravimetric analysis, the details of which are included in the
Characterization section below. The names γ-Al2O3 and Al2O3 are
used interchangeably from here on.

Synthesis of Self-Supported PEI. Self-supported PEI was
synthesized by cross-linking high molecular weight b-PEI (PEI60k)
at subambient temperatures using ice-templating, similar to the
procedure followed in our previous works.48,49 The method was
proposed elsewhere by Chatterjee et al.41 The cross-linking reaction
involves aminolytic ring-opening of epoxide, as shown in Scheme 1.

This work used small amounts of γ-Al2O3 as an additive in the cross-
linking reaction. Briefly, a 50 wt % b-PEI (Mn 60 000 by GPC and
Mw 750 000 by LS) solution obtained from Sigma-Aldrich was
diluted in DI water to obtain a 9.09 wt % b-PEI stock solution. Then,
1600 μL of the above-mentioned b-PEI stock solution containing 160
mg of b-PEI was taken in a 2-dram glass vial. The required amount of
γ-Al2O3 (0, 10, 20, 40, 60 mg) was added and mixed in a vortex mixer
at 500 rpm for at least 10 min. This resulted in a homogeneous
suspension of γ-Al2O3 in the b-PEI stock solution. Then, 200 μL of
PEGDGE was added to the suspension in the glass vial and mixed in a
vortex mixer for 5 s. The mass ratio of b-PEI to PEGDGE in the vial
was 7:10. This ratio was used in our previous study and was found to
have maximum CO2 adsorption capacity from a feed gas of 10% CO2
balanced by N2.

48 Also, the mass ratio of γ-Al2O3 to b-PEI in the
mixture ranged between 0 and 3/8, depending on the amount of γ-
Al2O3 added. The suspension was immediately frozen at −196 °C
(liquid nitrogen bath) for 2 min before being placed in a freezer at
−10 °C for 2 days. The sample was then thawed at room temperature

Scheme 1. SN2 Aminolytic Ring-Opening of Epoxide
between PEI and PEGDGE
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after adding 2 mL of methanol to the glass vial. Once at room
temperature, methanol and any water from ice melting in the vial were
drained, and the scaffold was removed after carefully breaking the vial.
The obtained scaffold was sequentially washed in methanol and
hexane before drying it in a high vacuum (∼12 mTorr) overnight at
room temperature. The scaffolds were named PEI_196 when no γ-
Al2O3 was used and YY_Al2O3@PEI when γ-Al2O3 was used, with
“YY” indicating the amount in mg of γ-Al2O3 used. It should be noted
that YY, ranging from 10 to 60, is the absolute amount of γ-Al2O3 in
mg added during the cross-linking and not the amount of γ-Al2O3
retained in the sample. The latter was determined from thermogravi-
metric analysis, the details of which are included in the Character-
ization section.
Figure 1 shows a representation of the synthesized sorbents-PEI

impregnated on Al2O3 support, self-supported PEI scaffold, and self-
supported PEI scaffold with alumina additive.

Characterization. The actual loading of Al2O3 in PEI@Al2O3 and
Al2O3@PEI was determined from combustion thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) experiments conducted in T.A. Instruments TGA550.
For each experiment, 10 (± 0.3 mg) of the sample was loaded in the
sample pan, and the furnace temperature was increased from room
temperature to 125 °C under 100 mL[STP]/min of N2 and then to
700 °C under 100 mL[STP]/min of ultra zero grade air. The ramp
rate for both the steps was 10 °C/min. Mass loss below 125 °C
indicated a loss of water and other volatile species, while the loss
between 125 and 700 °C indicated the combustion of the organic
portion of the adsorbent. The remaining mass at 700 °C was
associated with the inorganic alumina loading, which was validated by
minimal weight loss exhibited by the neat Al2O3 up to 700°C.
The specific surface area, pore size distribution, and pore volumes

of γ-Al2O3 and PEI@Al2O3 were estimated from nitrogen
physisorption measurements conducted in Micromeritics Tristar II
3020 apparatus at 77 K. The samples were degassed under a 36 Torr
vacuum at 110 °C for 12 h prior to the physisorption measurements.
The measurement was performed across a P/P0 range of 0.061 to
0.998.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to study the

morphology of the cross-linked PEI scaffolds and to obtain the
alumina particle size. A lateral or cross-sectional slice of the scaffold
was mounted on an SEM stub using carbon tape. The alumina
particles were dispersed in methanol, and the homogenous suspension
obtained after mixing in a vortex mixer for 30 min at 500 rpm was
dropped onto an SEM stub with carbon tape and air-dried to prevent
aggregation and minimize overlapping of particles. Images were
captured at an accelerating voltage of 3 kV in Zeiss Ultra60 FE-SEM.
The average pore length and wall thickness of cross-linked scaffolds
and the particle size of alumina were estimated using open-source
software ImageJ v1.53e. SEM images obtained were changed into
binary form, and Analyze Particles, a built-in function in the software,
was used to estimate the pore size distributions. The Feret diameter
was used to estimate the length of individual pores. It is defined as the
distance between two parallel planes restricting the object
perpendicular to the direction of the pore.57 Since it is similar to

the size measurement in a caliper, it is also called the caliper diameter.
Further, the pore wall thickness distribution was estimated using an
ImageJ image processing plugin called Nearest Distance (ND),
available in the literature.58 The coordination number for the pores
was chosen as four, based on the average number of pores
surrounding any given pore in the SEM images. At least 150 pores
and particles, respectively, were considered to obtain the size
distributions. Furthermore, the sample’s aluminum and oxygen
atom distributions were assessed using energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS) attached to the Zeiss Ultra60 FE-SEM instrument at an
accelerating voltage of 5 kV. The voltage was chosen to have more
than twice the highest excitation energy among the elements present.
Elemental compositions (C, H, and N) of the samples were

measured by combustion at Atlantic Microlab, Norcross, GA. This
elemental composition was used to determine the amine efficiency of
the sorbents (mol CO2 sorbed/mol N in sorbent).

Water Uptake Measurements. The water uptake on the PEI@
Al2O3, PEI_196, 40_Al2O3@PEI, and 60_Al2O3@PEI sorbents was
measured gravimetrically and volumetrically to include a wide range
of humidity (∼0 to ∼98% R.H.) at three different temperatures (30,
40, and 50 °C) using a VTI SA+ and Anton Paar VStar, respectively.
For the volumetric measurements, about 100 mg of the sample was
pre-treated in situ under 0.07 Torr vacuum at 60 °C for 12 h. The
manifold was heated to 110 °C to prevent the condensation of water
vapor. The gravimetric method used activation at 100 °C under
nitrogen flow for 12 h. About 30 mg of sample was used in the
measurements taken in VTI SA+.

CO2 Adsorption Measurements. Dry CO2 uptake for the
samples was measured by thermogravimetric analysis (T.A. Instru-
ments Q500). In a typical experiment, 17 mg (± 0.3 mg) of the
sample was first activated in pure N2 at 100 °C for 3 h. Adsorption
was then carried out with a feed gas of 400 ppm of CO2 balanced by
N2 at 30 °C for 720 min. The specific CO2 concentration used herein
was relevant to direct air capture. Humid CO2 uptake was measured
in a custom-modified thermogravimetric analysis (T.A. Instruments
Q500) equipped with a dew point generator, as shown in Figure S2.
The procedure was similar to that adopted in the dry CO2 uptake
measurements. However, the adsorption segment was preceded by a
pre-saturation segment in a humid nitrogen stream for 200 min. A
relative humidity of 50% was achieved using a LiCOR dew point
generator. A minimum of 3 °C difference was needed between the
dew point temperature set in the dew point generator and the
ambient air temperature for safe operation without water
condensation in the gas lines. Hence, for a given ambient temperature
of ∼22 °C, 50% RH was the maximum attainable relative humidity in
the instrument. The mass uptake during the presaturation stage was
also used to determine the water uptake of the sorbents at that
temperature and humidity.

Temperature-Programmed Desorption. CO2/H2O temper-
ature-programmed desorption (TPD) experiments were conducted to
probe the materials’ behavior under dry and humid (50% RH) 400
ppm of CO2 conditions. Before desorption, the steps of activation,
presaturation (for humid conditions), and adsorption were carried out

Figure 1. Synthesized sorbents: PEI (gray) impregnated on Al2O3 (blue), PEI scaffold without and with Al2O3 additive.
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following the procedure mentioned earlier for CO2 adsorption
capacity measurements. The desorption step consists of three stages:
(i) Purging with N2 at adsorption temperature (30 °C) for 3 h, (ii)
purging with N2 with a temperature ramp of 0.5 °C from 30 to 100
°C, and (iii) purging with N2 at 100 °C for 1 h. A nitrogen flow rate of
90 mL[STP]/min was used.
In Situ Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform

Spectroscopy. In situ FT-IR spectroscopy was performed using a
custom-built gas dosing system and a Harrick Praying Mantis diffuse
reflectance accessory in a Nicolet iS10 I.R. spectrometer from Thermo
Scientific. A schematic diagram of the setup is shown in Figure S2.
About 35 mg of the sample (35_PEI@Al2O3, PEI_196, or
40_Al2O3@PEI) was loaded in the sample holder of the DRIFTS
chamber. The sample was activated at 100 °C for 3 h under 20 sccm
N2 after N2 at the same flow rate flowed for 20 min at room
temperature to flush out any physisorbed moisture, CO2, and oxygen
from ambient air. The temperature was then ramped down to 30 °C.
For dry experiments, the inlet gas was switched to 400 ppm of CO2/
N2, and spectra were collected with 16 scans at a resolution of 4 cm−1

every 1 min for the first 5 min and every 5 min for the rest of the
adsorption period. This adsorption was carried out for 3 h, after which
a desorption procedure identical to that of activation was employed.
For humid experiments, the activation step was followed by pre-
saturation at 30 °C during which the gas flow was switched from dry
N2 to humid N2 with a relative humidity of 36.2 (±0.2)% RH. After
200 min of pre-saturation, adsorption was carried out under humid
400 ppm of CO2/N2, with spectra acquired. Water bubblers
controlled the humidity of the feed gas during pre-saturation and
adsorption steps at specific temperatures. Activated KBr in an
adsorption gas stream (dry or humid 400 ppm of CO2/N2) was used
as a background in these experiments.

Specific Heat Capacity. The specific heat capacity measurements
were performed in a Netzsch (STA 449 F3 Jupiter) TGA/DSC
following the ASTM E1269 “Standard test method for determining
specific heat capacity by differential scanning calorimetry” protocol.
About 25 mg of the sample was loaded into an open 85 μL alumina
pan. The sample was activated under 50 mL[STP]/min of helium at
100 °C for 6 h and brought to room temperature. Under the same
helium atmosphere, the temperature was ramped to 30 °C at the rate
of 20 °C/min, held at 30 °C for 30 min, ramped to 100 °C at the rate
of 10 °C/min and held at 100 °C for 30 min. The heat flux was
recorded during this process. Before this experiment, the same
experiment was performed with a pan containing a 4 mm sapphire
disk with approximately the same thermal mass as the sample. All the
experiments were corrected for buoyancy by performing the same
experiment with an empty pan first. A sample heat flow profile of
sapphire and PEI_196 is shown in Figure S3. The specific heat
capacity of the sample, CP(s), is given by

C C
D W
D W

(s) (st)P P
s st

st s
=

×
× (1)

where Ds and Dst are the heat flow of the sample and sapphire
standard, respectively, at a particular temperature, and Ws and Wst are
the mass of the sample and sapphire standard, respectively. CP(st), the
specific heat capacity of the sapphire standard at that temperature, was
obtained from the literature.54,55

Heat of Adsorption. The heat of adsorption measurements were
performed in a Netzsch (STA 449 F3 Jupiter) TGA/DSC. About 20
mg (±0.3 mg) of the sample was loaded into an open 85 μL alumina
pan. The sample was purged with helium at room temperature for 20
min. Then, adsorbed moisture and CO2 were removed by ramping the
temperature to 100 °C at 10 °C/min under helium and holding for 3
h. Then, CO2 adsorption was carried out at 25 °C under 90
mL[STP]/min of 400 ppm of CO2/He mixture for 6 h. The same
experiment was performed with an empty pan before the experiment
to allow for buoyancy correction. The heat of adsorption of CO2 in
the presence of humidity could not be measured due to the
instrument’s limitations. Hence, it was estimated as described in Case
2 of Section S1.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
γ-Al2O3, Al2O3@PEI and PEI@Al2O3 Characterization.

The self-supported PEI-based polymer sorbents were synthe-
sized using ice-templating with and without alumina in the
polymer matrix. The CO2 capture mechanism, performance,
and process energy requirements for deployment of the native
PEI scaffold and Al2O3-loaded PEI scaffolds (denoted Al2O3@
PEI) were compared to that of PEI supported on Al2O3 with
different PEI loadings (denoted PEI@Al2O3). The loading of
PEI in the impregnated sorbents was chosen to be within the
range of PEI wt % in the neat, cross-linked PEI scaffold (35-40
wt %, the remaining portion is composed of PEGDGE). The
impregnated sorbent comprises an Al2O3 matrix with PEI
coated on it. The reduction in mass as a function of
temperature and the corresponding loading of Al2O3 in the
samples, as determined by the combustion TGA experiments,
are presented in Figure S4. On the other hand, the Al2O3
loading as an additive in the PEI scaffolds was limited to 11.7
wt % to keep the Al2O3 content minimal and have Al2O3 only
dispersed in a predominantly organic PEI−PEGDGE matrix.
The physical properties, such as specific surface area and

pore volume of the Al2O3 and PEI@Al2O3 with different PEI
loadings, along with the percent pore filling in the latter, are
shown in Table 1. The specific surface area was estimated

using the BET equation.56 The pore volume of Al2O3 and the
percent pore filling of the PEI@Al2O3 samples were
determined from the BJH analysis on the adsorption branch
of nitrogen physisorption isotherm. The total pore volume is
the total amount of nitrogen adsorbed at a P/P0 of 0.998, also
given by the cumulative pore volume from the BJH analysis.
The nitrogen physisorption isotherms, BJH pore size
distributions, and the cumulative pore volumes from BJH
analysis are presented in Figure S5. A reduction in pore volume
with the impregnation of Al2O3 with PEI was within the
estimated range (Table 1) obtained based on the PEI loading
and PEI density. This estimation was done assuming that all of
PEI was impregnated within the pores of Al2O3. For the self-
supported PEI scaffolds, due to the macroporous structure and
the flexibility of the materials, the surface areas and the pore
volumes could not be measured with the conventional
cryogenic nitrogen physisorption method.
The morphology of the PEI scaffolds with and without

Al2O3 additive was obtained from SEM and are shown in
Figure 2. Ordered interconnected pore structures and lamellar
stacking are observed in the lateral and cross-sectional images,
respectively. The overall morphology of the sorbents with
Al2O3 resembles the native PEI_196 scaffold synthesized in

Table 1. Physical Properties of Bare γ-Al2O3, PEI@Al2O3

Bare γ-Al2O3

Particle size [μm] 9.59 ± 0.54a

Pore volume [cc/g] 0.64
Pore size (mode) [nm] 57.1
BET surface area [m2/g] 96.8

35_PEI@Al2O3

Pore filling [ %] 81.9 (from N2 physisorption)
85.1 (from calculation)

40_PEI@Al2O3

Pore filling [ %] 92.6 (from N2 physisorption)
96.1 (from calculation)

aMean particle size from SEM images.
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this and prior works.48,49 However, the key differentiators
among the sorbents are the size and distribution of pore
lengths and pore wall thicknesses, which in turn determine the
overall porosity of the sorbents. The PEI scaffolds’ average
pore length and pore wall thickness were estimated from SEM
and are shown in Figures S6 and S7, respectively. The modal
pore length and pore wall thickness of the PEI scaffolds are
shown in Table 2. PEI_196 has the most extended pore length

and a pore wall thickness of 5−10 and 4−6 μm, respectively.
While 20_Al2O3@PEI and 40_Al2O3@PEI have the same
modal pore length and pore wall thickness, both these
parameters shift towards shorter lengths with the increase in
the amount of Al2O3 in the PEI scaffolds, and the distributions

of the pore length and pore wall thickness shift towards shorter
dimensions, as seen in Figure S6 and Figure S7.
The average particle size of the commercial Sasol Al2O3 used

is 9.6 μm, as seen from SEM (Figure S8). This size is
comparable to and, in some cases, larger than the pore wall
thickness of the PEI scaffolds. Hence, EDS was used to
visualize the distribution of Al2O3 in the PEI scaffold. The EDS
mapping of Al in 20_Al2O3@PEI is shown in Figure S9. Site A
shows the presence of particulate Al2O3, and site B shows the
presence of Al2O3, potentially in a digested form. The presence
of Al2O3 in both these forms suggests that both the colligative
effect resulting from the presence of Al2O3 as a “solute”, and
the effect of Al2O3 as a particle during the ice solidification
process are potentially important in the ice-templating process.
While PEI_196 has the broadest distribution of pore wall

thickness and pore length, the scaffolds with Al2O3 show a
narrower distribution. Moreover, there is a leftward shift in
pore wall thickness and pore size distribution with increased
Al2O3 content in PEI scaffolds. This reduction in pore size and
wall thickness can be attributed to a balancing act between two
phenomena: (1) the effect of the colligative property, freezing
point depression and (2) the hindrance to the cryo-
concentration or ice-templating process. These two phenom-
ena are further explained below.

Figure 2. Morphology of self-supported PEI sorbents. (a) Lateral section of PEI_196. (b) Lateral section of 10_Al2O3@PEI. (c) Lateral section of
20_ Al2O3@PEI. (d) Lateral section of 40_ Al2O3@PEI. (e) Cross section of PEI_196. (f) Schematic of ice-templating showing temperature
gradient and sectional views.

Table 2. Modal Pore Length and Pore Wall Thickness of
PEI-Scaffolds, Estimated from SEM Images

Sample Name
Pore length [mode,

μm]
Pore wall thickness [mode,

μm]
PEI_196 5−10 4−6
10_ Al2O3@PEI 0−5 3−4
20_ Al2O3@PEI 0−5 2−3
40_ Al2O3@PEI 0−5 2−3
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During the cryo-concentration process, the non-aqueous
components, including the Al2O3 additive, are pushed to the
non-frozen phase. The presence of solutes results in a
depression in the freezing point of the non-frozen phase.
This expulsion of solutes into the non-frozen phase continues
until the depression in the freezing point is equal to the cross-
linking temperature, and an equilibrium is achieved.
Irrespective of the starting solute concentration, its concen-
tration in the non-frozen phase remains the same, as
determined by the above-mentioned equilibrium. However,
the higher starting concentration of additives results in a larger
size of the non-frozen phase, characterized by smaller pores
and thicker pore walls. Hence, a reduction in the number of
pores with smaller wall thicknesses and an increase in pores
with shorter pore lengths is observed in all the sorbents with
Al2O3. A similar phenomenon was observed by Kirsebom et al.
while studying the presence of NaCl and CaCl2 additives in the
ice-templating of acrylamide.59

An increase in Al2O3 particle loading likely results in the less
efficient movement of solutes into the nonfrozen phase owing
to hindrance by the particle phase. We speculate that this
results in a lesser number of pores with thicker walls.
Additionally, the increase in Al2O3 particles also likely provides
more nucleation sites, resulting in smaller pores. Thus, we
speculate that the combination of the colligative property,
freezing point depression, and hindrance to cryo-concentration
in the increased presence of Al2O3 additive, results in a narrow
distribution and left-ward shift towards lower pore sizes and
pore wall thicknesses. It is to be noted that both these
phenomena depend on the amount of solute (Al2O3 particle)
loading in the ice-templating mixture.

CO2 Adsorption Capacity. To understand the effect of
the change in morphology of the PEI scaffolds in the presence
of Al2O3 as an additive in the ice templating reaction, the CO2
uptake of the PEI scaffolds under dry and humid conditions
was measured using thermogravimetric analysis. The results are
shown as squares in Figure 3a. The CO2 uptake of PEI_196
under dry 400 ppm of CO2/N2 was found to be 0.5 mmol/
gram of sorbent (referred to as mmol/g from here onwards)
and increased with the Al2O3 loading up to a certain extent,

beyond which the uptake began decreasing. The maximum
CO2 uptake among PEI scaffolds was 0.7 mmol/g for
20_Al2O3@PEI. This increase in CO2 uptake with Al2O3
loading can be attributed to the PEI scaffolds’ smaller pore
size and pore wall thickness with the addition of Al2O3, as seen
in Figures S6 and S7. A thinner pore wall can allow for better
diffusion of CO2 within the otherwise diffusion-limited cross-
linked networks of the PEI scaffold. If the pore wall can be
treated as a plane sheet of thickness l for a constant upstream
and downstream concentration of the pore wall, the diffusion
of CO2 across the pore wall can be defined as
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where Mt is the total amount of CO2 that enters the wall
during time t, M∞ is the corresponding amount during infinite
time, and D is the diffusion coefficient.60

An earlier work by Ruthven and Loughlin showed that
accurate diffusivities can be obtained for a wide distribution of
diffusion lengths by superposition of the solution for each
diffusion length within the distribution:61
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where Xi is the weight fraction of pore walls with thickness li.
The same superposition method applies to a broad range of
pore sizes. Based on eqs 2 and 3, for the same mean or modal
pore size, the CO2 uptake would have a significant diffusion
resistance contribution from the thicker pore walls and larger
pores in a sample with broad pore size and wall thickness
distribution, such as PEI_196, as compared to that of the
sample with narrow distribution, as seen in 20_Al2O3@PEI.
This enhancement in diffusion is further manifested in the

improvement in amine efficiency under dry conditions
between PEI_196 and 20_Al2O3@PEI, shown in Figure 3b.
A maximum amine efficiency of 0.12 mmol CO2/mmol N was
obtained for 20_Al2O3@PEI. Amine efficiency is the amount

Figure 3. Performance of PEI scaffolds in comparison to PEI impregnated on Al2O3. (a) CO2 uptake under dry (yellow squares) and humid
conditions (50% RH, bars). (b) Amine efficiency for adsorption under dry and humid conditions. Filled symbols are for PEI scaffolds and hollow
symbols are for PEI@Al2O3. All CO2 adsorption was preceded by activation at 100 °C under the flow of N2 for 30 min. The CO2 concentration was
400 ppm, balanced by N2. All gases were flowing at 90 mL[STP]/min. Purple, orange, and blue bars in (a) represent the PEI scaffold without Al2O3
additive, the PEI scaffold with Al2O3 additive, and PEI impregnated on Al2O3 i.e. PEI@Al2O3, respectively. The error bars are the standard
deviations from three measurements of which two are from the same sample batch.
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of CO2 captured in mmol for every mmol of amine (primary,
secondary, and tertiary), expressed as N atoms. A further
increase in Al2O3 loading offers more ice nucleation sites in the
templating process, potentially resulting in smaller but isolated
pores. This is hypothesized to have resulted in a decrease in
CO2 uptake beyond 20_Al2O3@PEI and a corresponding
decrease in amine efficiency. As a comparison, conventional
PEI@Al2O3 sorbents have a higher CO2 uptake and faster
kinetics, as shown in Figure S10, because of the absence of
cross-linked networks and the presence of more primary
amines than the PEI scaffolds. While 40_PEI@Al2O3 has a
higher uptake of 1.14 mmol/g of sorbent in comparison to
1.01 mmol/g of sorbent in the case of 35_PEI@Al2O3, the
latter has a higher amine efficiency of 0.16 mmol CO2/mmol
N. The CO2 uptake and amine efficiency of the impregnated
amine sorbents are similar to those found in the literature.51

The PEI@Al2O3 samples generally have at least 24.5% higher
CO2 uptake and 35% higher amine efficiency than the cross-
linked PEI scaffolds under dry conditions. This reduced CO2
sorption performance with an increase in amine loading in the
PEI@Al2O3 series is likely due to the formation of PEI

aggregates, resulting in more inaccessible amines in the sorbent
with higher PEI loading.62 A similar finding was observed by
Moon et al. in PEI in functionalized SBA-15 supports.62 The
CO2 uptake and amine efficiency of the impregnated amine
sorbents are similar to those found in the literature.51 The
PEI@Al2O3 samples generally have at least 24% higher CO2
uptake and 35% higher amine efficiency than the cross-linked
PEI scaffolds under dry conditions.

Water Uptake. While ambient air contains ∼400 ppm of
CO2, it contains more water than CO2, with absolute humidity
varying from ∼0 g/m3 (effectively never 0) to ∼84 g/m3.63 For
the practical application of sorbents towards direct air capture,
it is essential to understand the effect of humidity on the CO2
capture performance of the sorbents. Humidity plays a vital
role in amine-CO2 adsorption mechanism and kinetics. Several
studies have shown that humidity improves the CO2
adsorption capacity of amine-based sorbents due to an increase
in amine efficiency resulting from the formation of bicarbonate
ions64,65 and more carbamate ion pairs.66−68 A study by Lee
and co-workers showed that the increase in CO2 uptake
coming from the bicarbonate ions is minimal in some cases,69

Figure 4. In situ FT-IR spectra of (a/c) 35_PEI@Al2O3 and (b/d) PEI_196 as a function of adsorption time at 30 °C with the activated sample as
the background. The feed gas was dry 400 ppm of CO2/N2 at 20 sccm. Sample was activated at 100 °C under 20 sccm N2 for 3 h. Pink represents
carbamic acid (weekly bound) while green represents carbamate (strongly bound) and ammonium ions.
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suggesting that the enhancement in the performance of the
sorbent could be because of better arrangement and
accessibility of amines in the presence of humidity. In addition,
based on earlier work from our group, PEI scaffolds are known
to undergo swelling in water, which could change the
accessibility of amines.48 Therefore, the effect of humidity on
the CO2 capture performance of the sorbents was probed. The
bars in Figure 3a show the CO2 uptake of PEI scaffolds and
PEI@Al2O3 sorbents after 12 h of adsorption in 50% RH 400
ppm of CO2/N2. The uptake in PEI scaffolds shows a similar
trend to that observed under dry conditions, however, with a
right shift of the optimal Al2O3 loading. Among the scaffolds
studied, 40_Al2O3@PEI had the highest CO2 uptake of 1.23
mmol/g of sorbent. This CO2 uptake is comparable to the
highest CO2 uptake achieved among the PEI@Al2O3 sorbents
studied (1.27 mmol/g of sorbent, 40_PEI@ Al2O3). This
increase in CO2 uptake is attributed to improved amine
utilization, as shown by an increased amine efficiency in the

presence of humidity (Figure 3b). 40_Al2O3@PEI shows the
highest amine efficiency among the sorbents, 0.16 mmol CO2/
mmol of N. Moreover, it is important to note that the amine
efficiency of the PEI@Al2O3 sorbents is higher than that of the
PEI scaffolds, suggesting that while the H2O-induced loosening
of cross-linked chains improves the CO2 uptake and amine
utilization, there are likely many tertiary amines in the sorbent
that are not accessible to contribute to the CO2 capture.

Mechanism of Amine−CO2 Interaction. In situ DRIFTS
experiments were used to probe the mechanism of amine-CO2
interactions under dry and humid conditions, which can help
understand the desorption behavior of the sorbents consid-
ered, as discussed in the next section. The spectra collected
during dry and humid CO2 adsorption on 35_PEI@Al2O3,
PEI_196, and 20_Al2O3@PEI are shown in Figure 4. The
spectra are produced by subtraction of the activated sample as
the background to highlight the changes resulting from the
adsorption of CO2. Figure 4(a) shows the spectra for

Figure 5. (a) Temperature-programmed desorption of CO2 in PEI scaffolds and PEI@Al2O3 sorbents after pre-saturation with humid (50% RH)
N2 and adsorption of 400 ppm of CO2/N2 with 50% RH at 30 °C. (b) Water uptake under humid (50% RH) N2. The error bars are the standard
deviations from three measurements of which two are from the same sorbent batch. (c) TPD profile of 20_Al2O3@PEI along with pre-saturation
and adsorption step showing change in weight% (black clubs), CO2 (green diamonds), and water (blue spades) concentration. (d) TPD profile of
40_PEI@Al2O3 along with pre-saturation and adsorption step. Symbols same as in (c). All CO2 and water adsorption was preceded by activation at
100 °C under a flow of N2 for 30 min. All gases were flowing at 90 mL[STP]/min. Purple, orange, and blue bars in (b) represent the PEI scaffold
without additive, PEI scaffold with Al2O3 additive, and PEI@Al2O3, respectively.
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adsorption of dry 400 ppm of CO2 on 35_PEI@Al2O3. The
amine-CO2 interaction is dominated by carbamate ions, while
there seems to be some amount of carbamic acid produced as
well. This is expected based on prior literature of amines
supported on Al2O3.

50,70,71 The carbamic acid formation
typically requires the involvement of a surface hydroxyl
group or other H-bonding species for stabilization. The pore
fill fraction of 35_PEI@Al2O3 is already above 80%, making it
challenging to access many surface hydroxyl groups.
On the other hand, the carbamate ion formation requires

two amines to react with one molecule of CO2. With a high
pore fill fraction, this mode of sorption becomes more
probable. The carbamates have a more negative binding
enthalpy (more thermodynamically favored), whereas the
carbamic acids form weaker bonds with CO2. Hence,
35_PEI@Al2O3 would require a relatively high temperature
for regeneration. It is worth noting that the adsorption kinetics
are fast, as evidenced by the clustering of spectra at the top of
the figure from an early time of t = 15 min.
Figure 4b shows the adsorption spectra of 400 ppm dry CO2

on PEI_196. The spectra are spread apart, suggesting slower
CO2 uptake kinetics than PEI@Al2O3. Like PEI@Al2O3, the IR
spectra of PEI_196 show carbamate and carbamic acid bands.
Among the two chemisorbed species, carbamate is more
prevalent, although there are more carbamic acid bands found
than in PEI@Al2O3. Owing to the hydroxyl groups on the
polymer that can help stabilize the carbamic acid, the PEI
scaffold has more carbamic acid bands than PEI@Al2O3.
Meanwhile, the PEI_196 spectra have lower intensity than
PEI@Al2O3, corroborating its lower CO2 uptake under dry
conditions. Furthermore, Figure 4c and d shows that a
considerable fraction of CO2 in the scaffold is physisorbed, and
the νas(C�O) peak at 2335 cm−1 can be seen in PEI_196,
while there was no evidence of the same peak in PEI@Al2O3
with amine aggregates. This physisorbed component could
result from a smaller number of primary and secondary amines
in the scaffold than in the native PEI resulting from the
epoxide cross-linking reaction shown in Scheme 1. Figure S12a
shows the in situ FT-IR spectra of 20_Al2O3@PEI. Similarly,
Figure S12b−d shows the FT-IR spectra for humid CO2
adsorption on 20_Al2O3@PEI, 35_PEI@Al2O3, and
PEI_196, respectively. The humid adsorption spectra of
35_PEI@Al2O3 do not show a significant change compared
to the dry adsorption spectra. The measured CO2 uptake for
this sample still shows a slight increase, potentially due to the
lubrication by water, improving accessibility to amine sites.
PEI_196 shows a significant increase in the spectral intensity
of chemisorbed bands, resulting in an increase in CO2 uptake
in the presence of humidity. The carbamic acid contribution
increases as well. Figure S12a and b compares dry and humid
CO2 uptakes in the PEI scaffold with Al2O3. The spectral
intensities of the carbamate bands are similar under dry and
humid conditions. However, the carbamic acid band at 1700
cm−1 is more pronounced in humid than in dry conditions.
This is potentially due to better stabilization of carbamic acid
groups by available hydroxyl groups under humid conditions.
Moreover, it is important to note that the carbamic acid groups
require less energy for desorption than carbamate ions.50,72,73

This results in a lower energy of desorption in 20_Al2O3@PEI
than PEI 196 (as discussed in the next section) and improved
CO2 uptake of 20_Al2O3@PEI under humid conditions.
Moreover, carbamic acid formation requires only one amine
to interact with every CO2 molecule, unlike carbamate ion

formation, which requires two amines to interact with every
CO2 molecule. Hence, the PEI scaffolds with the Al2O3
additive show an increase in amine efficiency in the presence
of humidity.

Desorption Studies. While the adsorption capacity and
amine efficiency are important parameters in evaluating a
sorbent, the cost of operation is an essential factor in
understanding the practicality of a sorbent technology. Most
amine sorbents incorporate a temperature-swing adsorption
process wherein heat is supplied to desorb the CO2 at a higher
temperature. This thermal regeneration can account for up to
50% of the total operating cost associated with the capture
process.17 Therefore, it is desirable for a sorbent to be
regenerated at a lower temperature. Figure 5a shows the
downstream concentration of CO2 as measured by a gas
analyzer after the sorbents saturated with humid (50% R.H.)
400 ppm of CO2/N2 were subjected to a slow temperature-
programmed desorption at the rate of 0.5 °C/min in flowing
N2 (90 mL[STP]/min). The bed was pre-saturated with
humid N2 (50% R.H.) for 200 min at 30 °C before the
adsorption step, and the water uptake of the sorbents was
measured gravimetrically, as presented in Figure 5b. Based on
the change in weight and the change in CO2 and water
concentration downstream using 20_Al2O3@PEI (Figure 5c)
and 40_PEI@Al2O3 (Figure 5d), it was estimated that about
46% of the CO2 was physisorbed and removed with a N2 purge
at room temperature in the case of 20_Al2O3@PEI, while all of
the CO2 in 40_PEI@Al2O3 was strongly bound and required a
temperature ramp for desorption. The IR data discussed above
also support this by the presence and absence of a broad
physisorption peak in PEI_196 and PEI@Al2O3, respectively.
In Figure 5a, the PEI@Al2O3 sorbents show a CO2 desorption
peak at 73 °C, while the PEI scaffolds show a desorption peak
between 50 °C and 55 °C, further suggesting a weaker amine-
CO2 interaction and thereby lower energy of desorption in PEI
scaffolds as compared to PEI@Al2O3. Higher water uptake in a
particular sorbent during the pre-saturation and adsorption
step could result in differing thermal energy transfer when
adding heat to break the amine-CO2 interactions. Therefore, it
is best to compare the CO2-amine binding energy of the
sorbents based on the desorption temperature only if the water
uptake is constant across the different sorbents. This was
confirmed, as shown in Figure 5b. Additionally, the water
concentration at the outlet of the TGA, as recorded by the
LiCOR and presented in Figure 5c and d, shows no desorption
of water during the adsorption of humid CO2. Therefore, any
weight change recorded during the adsorption of humid CO2 is
attributed to the CO2 uptake by the sorbents.

Desorption Energy Requirement. The estimation of
energy requirements in this work focuses only on the energy
associated with the desorption process, i.e., the thermal energy,
and does not account for other energy requirements in the
form of pumping, fans, and blowers. This thermal analysis can
help understand the economic feasibility of a temperature
swing adsorption process with the sorbents studied. The total
thermal energy during a temperature swing desorption process
consists of sensible and latent heat. Sensible heat is the energy
requirement associated with heating the sorbent and
adsorbates (CO2 for dry adsorption and CO2 and water for
humid adsorption) to the desired desorption temperature. The
latent heat is the energy associated with the desorption of
adsorbates from the adsorption sites. This can be approximated
by the heat of adsorption of the adsorbates, assuming a
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negligible activation energy. While the specific heat capacity of
adsorbates is available in the literature, their heat of adsorption
on a specific sorbent and the specific heat capacity of that
sorbent need to be estimated. The specific heat capacity of the
PEI scaffolds and PEI@Al2O3 sorbents were estimated
calorimetrically and are shown in Figure 6a as a function of
temperature. Overall, the PEI scaffolds have a higher specific

heat capacity than the PEI@Al2O3 sorbents, especially at lower
temperatures below 90 °C, which is undesirable. Interestingly,
unlike Al2O3 and PEI@Al2O3, the specific heat capacity of the
PEI scaffolds does not increase with temperature and is
comparable to or lower than that of PEI@Al2O3 beyond 90 °C.
To estimate the latent heat of sorption, two cases were

considered: (1) adsorption of CO2 in dry conditions and (2)
adsorption of CO2 and water in humid conditions. For case 1,
the heat of adsorption of CO2 was measured calorimetrically
and shown in Figure 6b. The PEI scaffolds show a heat of
adsorption ranging between −50 and −60 kJ/mol while
40_PEI@Al2O3 has a heat of adsorption of −78 kJ/mol. The
lower heat of adsorption of the PEI scaffolds compared to that
of PEI@Al2O3 sorbent suggests a weaker amine-CO2
interaction and a lower energy penalty for desorption of CO2
in the former. This corroborates the lower temperature
requirement for the desorption of CO2 in PEI scaffolds, as
seen in the temperature-programmed desorption in Figure 5a.
Among the PEI scaffolds, the ones with Al2O3 additive show a
comparable heat of adsorption (∼52 kJ/mol), modestly lower
than that of the PEI scaffold without the alumina additive (60
kJ/mol).
The thermal energy penalty associated with the desorption

process was determined using the above specific heat capacity,
the heat of adsorption, and the adsorption capacity shown in
the earlier section. The results are shown in Figure 6c. Further
details and model calculations are shown in Supporting
Information (SI) Section S1. PEI_196 has the highest energy
penalty among the sorbents studied, with a total of 6.9 GJ/tCO2,
while 40_PEI@Al2O3 has the lowest energy penalty of 3.9 GJ/
tCO2. The primary energy contributor in PEI scaffolds is the
sensible heat of the sorbent, constituting 72−79% of the
overall heat duty. With every additional cycle required to
achieve a tonne of CO2 capture, the sorbent would have to be
heated and an additional sensible heat penalty would have to
be paid. While rapid temperature swing cycles can increase the
productivity in tonnes of CO2 captured per hour, it may not be
the most effective strategy for PEI scaffolds from a cost
perspective unless it is coupled with strategies to improve the
sorbent adsorption capacity and kinetics. It is desirable to
reduce the ratio of sensible heat (GJ) and productivity (tonne
of CO2/day). The improvement in adsorption capacity and
kinetics could be achieved by retaining more primary and
secondary amines in the PEI scaffold during the cross-linking
reaction shown in Scheme 1. However, the presence of more
primary amines in the sorbent would result in stronger amine-
CO2 binding energy, higher energy of desorption, and, thereby,
higher latent heat of CO2, which is the second highest
contributor to the energy penalty. Secondary amines could
offer a “sweet spot” between the sensible heat of the sorbent
and the latent heat of CO2. The sensible heat of CO2, directly
proportional to the amount of CO2 adsorbed, has the least
contribution in all the sorbents studied. Therefore, an increase
in adsorption capacity would have a negligible negative impact
on the energy penalty. Bare Al2O3 has a low CP of about 1 J
K−1 mol−1. That, combined with an improved CO2 uptake in
the presence of Al2O3, results in a dramatic reduction in
sensible heat of the sorbent, making the PEI scaffolds with
Al2O3 a close second after the PEI impregnated sorbent in
energy efficiency. It is noted that while the PEI scaffolds are
already in the form of a structured contactor, the latter would
require binders to shape them, which will reduce their overall
energy efficiency.

Figure 6. (a) Specific heat capacity of PEI scaffolds and 40_PEI@
Al2O3 as a function of temperature after activation under N2 at 100 °C
for 6 h. (b) Heat of 400 ppm of CO2 adsorption for PEI scaffolds and
40_PEI@Al2O3. (c) Thermal energy requirements for desorption of
dry CO2 including sensible heat components (of sorbent in purple,
CO2 in green) and latent heat of CO2 (orange). The error bars in (b)
are the standard deviations from three measurements of which two are
from the same sorbent batch.
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Case 2 involves adsorption of humid (50% R.H.) 400 ppm
of CO2. Hence, the water uptake of the sorbents was measured
for a wide range of partial pressures. The isotherms are
presented in Figure 7a. The inset shows similar water uptake
for the sorbents at lower partial pressures, in line with the
findings from thermogravimetric estimation of water uptake.
PEI scaffolds showed higher water uptake at higher humidity
above 50% R.H., possibly due to swelling of the polymer
network, which is not the case with PEI@Al2O3 sorbents.
Adsorption of CO2 under humid conditions consists of
sensible and latent heat components from CO2 and H2O, as
well as the sensible heat of the sorbent. The estimation of
sensible heat followed a procedure similar to case 1. A
representative case with PEI_196 is shown in SI Section S1.
Moreover, the heat of water adsorption for the PEI scaffolds

and 40_PEI@Al2O3 was determined from water uptakes at
three different temperatures (30 °C, 40 °C, and 50 °C), as
shown in Figure 7b. The water uptake isotherms at individual
temperatures are shown in Figure S11, with details on the heat
of adsorption shown in SI Section S2. The PEI scaffolds’ water
uptake is ∼10 mmol/g (as shown in Figure 5b) at 50% RH.
The heat of water adsorption corresponding to this water
loading in Figure 5a was −44 to −45 kJ/mol. This is
comparable to the latent heat of bulk water, which is −43.8 kJ/
mol, suggesting that most interactions are between water
molecules rather than between water and active amine sites.
Interestingly, the heat of adsorption of the PEI scaffolds

increases until a water loading of 10 mmol/g, potentially from
the loosening and re-arrangement of the otherwise highly
tangled cross-linked networks. This phenomenon would
expose more hydrophilic amine sites at lower surface coverage
that would otherwise be inaccessible to the water molecules.
With further water loading, the heat of adsorption in PEI_196
tends to plateau around the heat of vaporization of bulk water.
The energy of desorption of humid CO2 was approximated

using the method explained in SI Section S1 Case 2. Finally,
incorporating the sensible heat of the sorbent, CO2, H2O, and
latent heat of CO2 and H2O, the total thermal energy required
for desorption of humid CO2 at 50% RH was estimated and
shown in Table S7. PEI_196 has the highest energy penalty of
20.6 GJ/tCO2, while 40_Al2O3@PEI has the lowest energy
penalty of 13.19 GJ/tCO2. The sorbent with PEI impregnated
on Al2O3, 40_PEI@Al2O3, has the second lowest energy
penalty at 13.43 GJ/tCO2. The latent heat of water is the main
contributor among the five energy components, consisting of
about 66% to 69% of the total energy requirement. This energy
requirement assumes that all the adsorbed water is removed
along with the CO2, which is undesirable. In practical
application, the energy penalty associated with the latent
heat of water can be minimized by deploying steam stripping.
Figure 7c and Table S8 show the reduced energy penalty. As in
the case of adsorption in dry conditions, the top two
contributions to the total energy requirement for desorption
are from the sensible heat of the sorbent and the latent heat of
CO2, while the sensible heat of CO2 has the least contribution
(a key driver for the use of “all sorbent” contactors such as
these). PEI_196 has the highest energy penalty of the sample
studied, 6.83 GJ/tCO2. While the sensible heat remained the
major contributor in sorbents with no or minimal Al2O3, the
bottleneck in 40_PEI@Al2O3 is the latent heat of CO2, since
the amines and CO2 can form stronger carbamate ions in the
presence of humidity, as compared to the weaker carbamic
acid. This bottleneck is minimized in PEI scaffolds with Al2O3

Figure 7. Effect of humidity: (a) Water uptake isotherm of PEI
impregnated sorbent, PEI scaffold with and without Al2O3. (b) Heat
of water adsorption of PEI scaffolds with and without Al2O3, with the
bands showing error margins from three measurements on the same
sample. (c) Thermal energy requirement for desorption of humid
CO2 after adsorption from 50% RH 400 ppm of CO2/N2.
Contributions include sensible heat components (of water in blue,
sorbent in purple, CO2 in green) and latent heat of CO2 (orange). By
assuming desorption is using steam, latent heat of H2O is excluded.
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as an additive since physisorption and formation of weekly
bound carbamic acid species are promoted instead of strongly
bound carbamate ions. As a result, 40_PEI@Al2O3 has a higher
energy penalty (5.08 GJ/tCO2) than 40_Al2O3@PEI (4.57 GJ/
tCO2), the least among the sorbents studied. This is despite
40_PEI@Al2O3 having a higher CO2 uptake than the latter.
Finally, it is worth noting that all the water uptake and energy
calculations assume pseudo-equilibrium sorption. With a
shorter sorption time and smaller working capacity, while
there is potential to reduce the energy penalty associated with
water sorption, it is also essential to have a good CO2 working
capacity for reasonable productivity.

■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Self-supported PEI scaffolds with and without Al2O3 as an
additive were synthesized in this work, and their performance
was evaluated for direct air capture of CO2. Al2O3 as an
additive affected the morphology of the ice-templated sorbent.
This can effectively improve sorbent performance for CO2
capture, especially in ultra-dilute conditions. It was shown that
a small amount of Al2O3 can significantly increase the CO2
uptake, even when interspersed in a polymer matrix. The main
effect of the additive was a reduction in pore length and pore
wall thickness, narrowing their distribution. This change in
morphology helps improve the sample’s CO2 uptake. Although
the CO2 uptake of the PEI scaffolds is lower than that of
conventional PEI-impregnated on alumina under dry con-
ditions, the CO2 uptake of the best-performing Al2O3-
incorporated scaffold is comparable to that of the benchmark
material under humid conditions. PEI scaffolds with the
alumina additive also have a lower thermal energy require-
ments than the impregnated amine sorbent, at approximately
4.57 GJ/tCO2, making them promising candidates for direct air
capture applications. However, this energy requirement
assumes that the desorption is carried out using steam.
A limitation of this work is that the results here only show

that the PEI scaffolds are useful for CO2 capture from a feed
with a specific range of relative humidity, around 50% RH.
While they do not perform better than the PEI-impregnated
sorbents under dry conditions, they would adsorb larger
amounts of water than the conventional sorbents at higher
humidity levels, thereby potentially increasing the energy
requirement for sorbent regeneration. Furthermore, two
additional things should be noted: (i) All the performance
and energy comparisons for the PEI scaffolds were made
against powdered PEI@Al2O3 sorbents. The performance of
the benchmark powders may be compromised by adding
binders, which is likely necessary to incorporate them into
structured contactors. (ii) Water uptake measurements were all
for pseudo-equilibrium conditions, while in practical applica-
tions, cycle time would be shorter and can, therefore, limit the
water uptake to a certain extent. Finally, steam stripping has
been proposed as a general method of regeneration. However,
the desorption studies conducted here were done under an
inert gas environment. Therefore, a demonstration of steam
stripping and utilizing the latent heat of condensing water is
necessary as part of future work.
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